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Full Truckload 
Flatbead Trailer or 53' Van

After IMI has produced your order and it is ready for 
shipment, unless otherwise specified, the material will 
be placed and shipped via a dedicated flatbed trailer 
or a 53' van. The order then ships FOB Woodstock, GA 
direct to the designated location.

A flatbed trailer is typically utilized for large Wall  
Surround orders while a 53' van is necessary for large 
Shower Base orders. For larger flatbed trailer deliveries, 
a forklift with a minimum lift capacity of 5000 lbs and 
forks at least 72" in length is required. A forklift as well 
as a pallet jack will be necessary for materials delivered 
in a 53' van. 

Specifications 53' Closed Trailer:
• Inside Length 52' 3" • Door Width 8' 2" • Door Height 8' 7"
• Inside Width 8' 2" • Inside Height 9' • Max Weight 44K lbs

Contact name and phone number is required at the job 
site prior to shipping.

Note:  If liftgate is needed or appointment is required, 
additional rates and transit days may apply.

Less Than Truckload (LTL) 
LTL Carrier

After IMI has produced your order and it is ready for 
shipment, it will ship LTL (Less than a truckload).

As a rule, these shipments are sent in a 53’ Van and  
will be stopped, unloaded and reloaded at several  
terminals before it arrives at the designated location. 
The typical transit time is 2-4 business days. While  
shipping LTL doesn’t cost as much as shipping partial, 
there is a greater opportunity for damage to the  
product while en route. IMI will crate and package  
to ensure the safest delivery.

Rates for an LTL shipments are based on the origin and 
destination, weight and the product being shipped. 
Removing the product will require a pallet jack and a 
forklift with a minimum lift capacity of 5000 lbs. and 
forks at least 72” in length.
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